
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a specialist technology. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for specialist technology

Support the mill's LAN and related computer systems by ensuring proper
configuration/optimization of the operating system, providing technical
support in the implementation of applications and system updates/fixes
Provide related support services to the mill such as coordinating the
procurement and installation of LAN hardware/software, providing a training
resource on network applications, application development/process
integration and related Plant and Equipment plans
Analyze and troubleshoot equipment to determine the root cause of
malfunctions or poor production quality (average 4 per day), bladder
assemblies leaking, pulling apart, unable to assemble, mold rings not sealing,
molds not pinching off (flash and/or rind)
Press / mold installation related to flash, rind, damaged mold
Review production schedule for MRT and Aero and verify required molds and
equipment are available
Discuss unavoidable restraints with production control
Discuss schedule restraints with supporting vendors and develop plans to
minimize production impact
Request delivery of molds needed from offsite storage
Orchestrate shipment of molds and equipment coming off ticket to maintain
in-house storage availability
Maintain equipment up to date with the latest drawing revisions for
production changes

Example of Specialist Technology Job Description
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Strong attention to detail and accuracy with high standards for quality
Follows a predetermined plan/process and performs simple and routine
administration requiring basic knowledge of specified operational
products/services
8+ years of experience in designing, development and testing of moderate to
complex system DevOps Workflow and management using different tools like
Bamboo, octopus, Git, PowerShell , 3+ years of experience in Azure based
DevOps development
Ability to work 1st shift work schedule
2-year technical degree, technical certifications, or equivalent work
experience
Knowledge of best practices and IT operations (include Windows
Administration and 3rd party installations )


